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The solution for all your fleet performance, compliance and maintenance needs.
Increasing fuel prices, higher staff costs, intensifying competition – the challenges facing the transport sector continue to grow considerably. More efficiency is the order of the day. Those wanting to be successful in the industry today require innovative systems to unlock new ways of improving efficiency.

MAN Fleet Management helps to realise savings potential, optimise transportation processes and considerably reduces operating costs. With MAN Fleet Management you benefit from state-of-the-art technology for information and data processing and telecommunications for optimum efficiency in fleet control, fleet management and fleet logistics. All relevant data and information can be made available to partners in the transport chain in real time, allowing for quicker and more flexible responses, improved service and lower costs.

MAN Fleet Management provides busy vehicle operators with a simple to use and easy to learn approach to managing their fleet - efficiently and effectively 24/7.

Via a single secure portal, the MAN Fleet Management system delivers a major breakthrough in day to day management and vehicle administration, and is available with a range of modules to suit your organisation’s specific needs.

www.manfleetmanagement.co.uk
WITH FUNCTION COMES EFFICIENCY.
MAN Fleet Management

A comprehensive fleet management solution consisting of hardware, software and mobile applications. Vehicle data is transmitted to the server using the on-board tracking device. Fleet managers and transport dispatchers can control the vehicle fleet using MAN Fleet Management - and this can also be done on the move using the MAN Fleet Management app.

Helping to deliver long term vehicle efficiencies and long term compliance as standard, MAN Fleet Management can be geared to suit your individual company’s requirements. Featuring a wide range of options to help and assist your business model, MAN Fleet Management can provide:

- Detailed driver reports options to help illustrate just how and where improvements in fuel efficiencies and driving techniques may be achieved to help improve economy and productivity
- A comprehensive vehicle document management system that operates 24/7 to provide access to all your important vehicle information whenever you need it… a great compliance aid for any business
- Vehicle fitness checks through on-board diagnostics to ensure your trucks are always operating in tip-top health. Should an issue arise, the local MAN dealership can be alerted and arrange for the appropriate action or parts to be made ready for speedy rectification
- Our Track and Trace option will keep you up to speed as to the whereabouts of your vehicles - always a benefit when time’s money in transport!
- MAN’s E-Workshop, the proactive approach to maintaining your trucks long term welfare, technicians simply interrogate each vehicle and integrate the information with the service history information to deliver real peace of mind for operators

Sign up to MAN Fleet Management and relax, let MAN and its UK Network of franchised dealers take the weighty issues of truck compliance and vehicle safety off your shoulders. Our market leading approach to fleet management has proven itself to be a great benefit to many UK operators of all sizes, with many thousands of UK trucks running successfully, thanks to MAN Fleet Management.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT IS THE KEY!
AN OFFER UNPARALLELED IN THE INDUSTRY.

Saving our customers money, maximising uptime and minimising vehicle downtime

The latest MAN | Fit to Go solution from MAN Fleet Management provides busy vehicle operators with a simple, easy to use approach to managing their fleet.

**MAN | Fit to Go** features a range of unique tools designed to deliver long term efficiency and economy benefits for operators of all shapes and sizes.

Consisting of three purpose-designed modules MAN | Fit to Go provides outstanding online vehicle data and management 24/7.

These modules include:

**MAN | Check:** the remote diagnostics package that proactively monitors the health of your vehicle. MAN | Check provides an early warning system to the MAN Network that something may be amiss with the vehicle. The system also enables your local dealer to proactively carry out repairs at the same time as scheduled visits.

**MAN | EcoStyle:** MAN’s unique driver performance reporting system provides information about how safely and economically your fleet is being driven, delivering huge benefits in fuel economy.

**MAN | Track:** provides the location of all assets within your fleet including detailed information about each vehicle, such as historical playback details and geofence alerts.

Every new MAN vehicle comes with an MAN | Fit to Go package, a comprehensive support package that includes:

- **MAN | Check:** inclusive for four years, the vehicle’s first life
- **MAN | EcoStyle:** inclusive for six months access
- **MAN | Track:** inclusive for six months access

This outstanding package is unparalleled in the transport industry today and offers addition operating benefits to all MAN operators throughout the UK.

In addition, MAN Fleet Management also includes the MAN E-Workshop; a proactive approach to your vehicles long term welfare that enables our experienced engineers to access information about how your vehicle is performing out on the roads and integrate it with service history information.

A range of additional options are also available to give you the tools to address route and planning efficiency, safety, communication, driver engagement and trailer tracking.
The MAN Check diagnostics package ensures that vehicles spend much more time out on the roads earning you money and much less downtime in the workshop costing you money.

One of the key advantages of telematics-based monitoring is that it provides an early warning system for the workshop that something may be amiss with the vehicle.

The ability to know exactly what’s wrong with the vehicle when it comes in for a service or inspection, enables all work to be done at once without the need for a second visit - from having the right parts available to ensuring that the vehicle is allocated to a technician with the correct skill levels.
MAN EcoStyle is accessed via a single secure portal through MAN’s Fleet Management website and is included with every MAN truck sold.

Gone are the days when trying to decipher fleet management performance data meant sifting through endless rows and columns of data.

Using MAN EcoStyle you receive clear, meaningful and graphical information to understand exactly how your fleet is being driven.

The driver performance reports are delivered in an A to G ratings format, to help gain a clear assessment of driver performance - both individually and collectively.

The Safe and Economic driver reports cover a multitude of parameters implicit in influencing a vehicle’s fuel economy including idling, speeding, harsh acceleration, braking and cornering.
Inclusive for six months on new trucks you’ll benefit from our track-and-trace software.

With MAN | Track you can locate all assets in your fleet wherever they may be and playback previous journeys. It provides visibility of vehicle location and driver status in real-time and historically, through accurate mapping.

This provides the location of all assets, or groups of assets, within your fleet including detailed information about each vehicle, such as when it last reported in, plus how many hours the driver has remaining, before he has to take a break.

Geofences and alerts are also included within the application.

MAN Track gives you the flexibility to choose the nearest vehicle, check it has the correct equipment and the status of its driver.
Keeping your vehicle’s maintenance managed efficiently, ensures that your vehicle remains out on the road for longer.

Reducing vehicle downtime is the fundamental key to improved productivity for any business that relies upon transport. With our automated service schedule planner, the MAN E-Workshop system ensures all vehicles consistently meet with all compliance inspection and maintenance work issues for operators.

Accessed via MAN’s secure portal, operators’ no longer need to worry about MOT dates etc as a vehicle’s relevant documentation is stored on the systems Document Management system and this administration tools ensures all trucks are working in-line with the terms of their ‘O’Licence.

With automated e-mails direct to your transport office to deliver service and inspection documentation, the MAN E-Workshop system meets the DVSA standards 100%.

MAN E-Workshop integrates real-world engine and performance information with maintenance history to optimise a vehicle’s health.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS IN DRIVER MANAGEMENT.
Alongside Fit to Go and E-Workshop there are a number of optional extras available from MAN Fleet Management.

Driver Performance Management Mobile App

Achieve improvements in driving style. The DPM app gives drivers a detailed view of their performance against a number of criteria, and provides advice and tips to achieve improvements. This insight enables drivers to understand where improvements should be made, so that they can take action themselves. Drivers can also view league tables for their groups, giving them insight into their performance against their peers. This not only provides the ability to incentivise and reward drivers, but also helps management to identify any drivers that may require training and coaching. Management can also view the performance of groups of drivers on mobile devices using the DPM app.

Remote Digital Tachograph Download

Efficiently collect tachograph data and make life easier for management and drivers alike, by removing the administration of manual collection. The module allows tachograph information to be collected on a regular basis, wherever the vehicle is located, and securely submits it to your tachograph analysis provider. This ensures the highest standard of driver hours compliance is maintained at all times.

Driver Communications Module

Through two-way communication, including messaging and hands-free phone calls, stay in touch with your drivers no matter where they are. By using our ruggedised in-cab DriveTab tablet device, you can make communicating with your drivers, safer and cost effective. Guided navigation and delivery details can also be delivered on the DriveTab device.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS IN FLEET MANAGEMENT.
From boosting safety within your fleet, monitoring planned versus actual journeys, to increasing engagement with your drivers... MAN has an option for you.

**Trailer Tracking**

Identify the location of your trailers with the MAN Trailer Tracking module, which delivers real-time and accurate visibility of your assets. This increases utilisation, by giving you insight into which resources are available, but also improves security by alerting you to unscheduled movements. When the Trailer is unhooked, the tracking unit will stay awake and report its location for a configurable period (typically two hours) before going to sleep, at which time it will wake up every six hours and report its location, until such time as the Trailer is re-connected to power and/or moved. The module can also be configured to integrate with temperature monitoring data loggers to monitor temperature levels and exceptions in real-time.

**Journey Management**

Improve service levels and enhance planning by monitoring the status of trips against schedule, in real-time, as the route unfolds. The Schedule Execution Board presents a colour-coded dashboard, highlighting pending and complete deliveries, as well as whether a vehicle is ahead, on, or behind schedule. Transport managers and planners can also understand route deviations and where applicable, improve planning for future routes, by enabling “planned vs actual” route comparison.

**Safety Module - Incident Data Recorder**

Boost safety and cut the cost of claims. By monitoring the accelerator position, ABS braking status, gears, cruise control and clutch use; a complete overview of what happened immediately before and after an incident happened becomes available. Real-time feedback can also mitigate potentially dangerous driving behaviour.